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We describe a procedure which allows one to do Stupersymmetry
calculus in REDUCE in a quite trivial way.
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1.Introduction

Supersymmetry is a symmetry which relate» the. two classes of
elementary particles known by the physicists as the f em ions
and the bosons^*).

Global N=l Supersyaaetry is based on the following algebra
(called "graded" Lie algebra):

tP,».Pvl = CPM.OaJ - CPH.Qdl = O (i*. v = 0 3) ,

Õ i

where Pp is the energy-moaentua generator, Qa is the two-
coaponent Weyl spinor Supersyaaetry generator, Qô i ts complex
conjugate and o>* are the 2x2 PaUli spin Matrices.

In 1975, Salam and StrathdeeC?) introduced an eight-
diaensional "superspace" spanned by the four space-tine
coordinates x»* and four anticoaauting (spinorial) coordinates e°,
©4 over which the supersyaaetry generators can be represented by
differential operators

They introduced also "superfields", which represent an
entire supermultiplet of particles that transform aaong
theaselves. The superfield depends on the coordinates of the
superspace and, since e a and Í a anticonaute. has a finite Taylor
series expansion in thea. The coefficients of this expansion are
ordinary f ie lds and describe the particles individually.

A scalar chiral superfield aay, for exaaple, be written as

CA(X) • vzearaixy • e*F(x)j , (3)

where A(x), T(x), F(x> are a scalar (bosonlc). a Majorana
spinorial (feraionic), ' and an "auxiliary" scalar field,
respectively. . .

With these superflelds, one can define the covarlant
derivatives with respect to Supersyaaetry as

D a = 3 a • a ^ M

Of course one can work In Supcrxymaetry without using
superfields, doing tne calculations' with the component fields,
but super fields allow a great economy of work, compactness and
elegance.
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In dr.iltr!,'.» with calculation» of this kind, one lias to
multiply super f iclus referring to diffoient points of supci space,
counting powers of O and 0. a»»«l deleting a]] terms with excessive
powers of them.

In counting powers, one has also to bear in mind various
properties such as

(0 and 0' referring to two different points of super space).
For the sake of compactness, we shall use the following

abbreviated notation:

©* _ ©ao0 = o1©! • ©2©? =

2. Computational considerations

From the above description,- one can see that the workers on
Supersymmetry often find themselves involved with long and
tedious though straightforward calculations. There an algebraic
•anipulator like REDUCE can be of much help.

We have developed ' this work Baking use of the version 2 of
REDUCE, in which there is no way to attribute an anticommutative
character to a given. variable.

REDUCE, as a very general algebraic system, has a great
flexibility and we succeeded in simulating spinors Hy means of a
Judicious combination of the "vector" facility^2) and LET
statement.

The vectors in REDUCE (with undefined components, having a
internal product indicated by ".") were introduced to represent,
momentum quadrivectors for high energy calculus, and one can also
attribute a mass to each of it such that the substitution

vector.vector = mass2 { 7 )

can be done at the user's will.
Here we have defined variables such as TE, TEP and TEB as

"vectors" (regardless of the dimension of the underlying space)
in order to represent 0, ©• and 0, respectively. We have also
defined the operator SÍG' to represent o matrices in the following
way (in momentum space)

aj|©'0pM i STG(TE, P.TEPB) (O)

The desired properties of O, Õ and o were introduced by a
number of LET statements like

FOR ALL T.TP LET (T.TP)-(T.TP) - - . (T.TMTP.TP)/?; ,

corresponding to (!») above, and

FOR ALL T,TB,Q LET S1C( T,O,TB)-»í?!«íT,O.Tn) -
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to

( 9 )

Note that since the "." operation is different fro» "•", as
the first refers to vectors and the second to scalars. the order
of the factors in any expression like that which appears on the
left side of the first LET statement is not altered without
control .

To implement a l l the needed properties of anticommntativily
we attributed a "mass" to each vector variable defined and
included statements like

Tl*«3 := O;

FOR ALL T LET T1«».?«(TE1.T) = O;

FOR ALL TB.O LET SIG(TEJ.Q.TB>T1»«? = O;

where we have previously declared Tl as the "mass" for the TEJ
"vector" through .the appropriate MASS statement.

Now, with a complete set of statements, the multiplication
of 0-quaittities is quite trivial. For the integration over tho O-
parameter, we have made use of the fact that this operation turns
ouj to be in practice a differentiation, that is.

V(O)<ize r JÍ3?W(O)/3G' = 1/2«DF(W, T1..2) , (1O)

where the % factor comes fro* the definition of d*0 and DF is the
REDUCE differentiation operator.

With this technique we performed all the calculations of the
two-loop effective potential for the Wess-Zuroino supersymmctric
model This involves the evaluation of three two-loop Feynman
superdiaerams with quite complicated propagators^3), from which
an example is given below:

13 d de e g
** J i jk lmn

(II)

with
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A(P) • B(p)O«- • C(p)O*'' • I>(p)OO

E(p)O?O'? I e-OfO e0*?0*

In the version 3 of REDUCE one can do that through lhe
declaration NOCOH, but if one tries to use this to £iv«» an
anticommutative character to 0̂  and 0p, one has no way to
maintain the compact notation (6) above, obtaining the explicit
summation instead.

It should be noted that this simple technique does not
allow one to do al l the covariant derivatives algebra or other
more deep supcrsymmetnc calculations. However, in our view, it
could be of help to those who are involved in similar calculus.

We ieel that this could be a motivation for a theoretical
supersymmetry physicist to be "converted" to (algebraic)
computation. In fact, this was our case.
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